OK City
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
@goodwinprocter.com>
Date: Wed, Jul 2, 2014 at 3:26 PM
Subject: JHF - Open Records Request Oklahoma City
To:
@joyfulheartfoundation.org)"
@joyfulheartfoundation.org>,
@joyfulheartfoundation.org)"
@joyfulheartfoundation.org>
Cc:
@goodwinprocter.com>, "
@goodwinprocter.com>,
@goodwinprocter.com>

and

,

After playing a little phone tag with Rick Smith, the Litigation Division Head for Oklahoma City , and
signatory on the response letter we got from Oklahoma City (attached for your reference), I finally
managed to speak with him today.
I explained the purpose of our request again and inquired as to whether there was any room (despite the
letter denying us the information) to go back and speak with the Oklahoma City PD about whether they
could provide the requested information, even if not through the formal FOIA process. He confirmed that
they sent the original response, because “police are a little paranoid” and when they got a formal request,
they felt they had to send a protective response. He is willing to go back to the powers that be and ask
whether there is information they can provide. He said that the purpose seems “benign” and that there
doesn’t seem to be any intent to embarrass the city or its PD, so he will see what he can do and get back to
me. He added that it would take more than a few days, but that he hoped to get back to me within a few
weeks.
I suggested that I could send him links to Joyful Heart’s website and other information explaining the
purpose of the End of the Rapekit Backlog initiative that he could share with the folks he talks to. He said
that would be very helpful. Can you suggest material that we send to him? I’d like to get him the
information today or tomorrow, if possible, while our call is still fresh in his mind.
Thanks,

Goodwin Procter

LLP

@goodwinprocter.com

	
  

Ok City
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
@goodwinprocter.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 10, 2014 at 12:09 PM
Subject: JHF - Follow up on Oklahoma City
To:
@joyfulheartfoundation.org)"
@joyfulheartfoundation.org>,
joyfulheartfoundation.org)"
@joyfulheartfoundation.org>
Cc: "
@goodwinprocter.com>,
@goodwinprocter.com>,
@goodwinprocter.com>
and
After playing a little bit of phone tag, I finally was able to speak with Deputy Chief (Investigations) Johnny
Kuhlman of the Oklahoma City PD today. He started by saying that Oklahoma City has no backlog. He
said their crime lab has 4 full time DNA analysts and that they can handle the full load of kits received. He
said, for example, that the total number of kits awaiting any sort of DNA analysis from last month – not
limited to sexual assault, but including all crimes (robbery, homicides, etc) from which there was DNA
evidence – was 41. He does not consider it a backlog because those kits will be tested within the next
month or so. He did say, however, that this does not include sexual assault cases where the victim declines
to prosecute. He said in Oklahoma City, victims of sexual assault can choose to get a rape kit done and
then not even report the crime. Those kits are not tested. Same goes for situation where victim reports the
crime but declines to prosecute. He volunteered that he understands that some may say there is value in
testing those kits, but also said that the PD has to weigh the benefit of testing those against the cost of doing
so, and the alternative enterprises that those resources could be allocated to. He also noted that their DA
believes that those kits need not be saved for more than 1 year. It is Kuhlman’s decision, as the one who
manages the crime lab, as to how long to retain those kits in storage and his inclination is to save them for
longer than 1 year, but I got the sense he struggles with that issue and needs to weigh the benefit of saving
them against the limited resources.
He was extremely nice on the phone and expressed admiration for the work of the Joyful Heart
Foundation. I asked whether he’d be willing to have a follow up call with me and with folks from Joyful
Heart on the phone so we could ask him any follow up questions you might have. He was happy to do that
and gave me his email address so that we can set up a call. Please let me know whether that sounds like
something you would be interested in doing.
Thanks,

Goodwin Procter

LLP

goodwinprocter.com
www.goodwinprocter.com

	
  

